NOTES:

1. Internal walkway members not shown.

2. Interior grating and backside weld lugs shall be installed only for projects requiring backside walkways.

FOR Z BARS CONNECTIONS ONLY, FIELD DRILL 2¼" DIAMETER HOLE IN WALKWAY PLATING FOR ALUMINUM Z BAR CONNECTIONS. FIELD MOUNT PLATE WASHER OVER EACH ½" DIAMETER HS BOLT. 3" X 3" X 9/16" PLATE WASHER OVER EACH ½" DIAMETER HS BOLT IS REQUIRED. 3/16" DIAMETER HOLE USED FOR ½" DIAMETER HS BOLT NUT, FLAT, AND LOCK WASHERS TO BE SNUG TIGHT.

SEE "DETAIL D" FOR ALUMINUM Z BAR SPACING

NOTE:
2 bar spacing and orientation may vary slightly.

NOTE:
Diagonal angles in plane of truss not shown, bracing shown is at all vertical angles of truss.

ALUMINUM Z BAR SPACING

Z BAR SPACING

PLAN VIEW LOWER SHELF ANGLE

NOTE:
2 bar spacing and orientation may vary slightly.